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  ÍRÁSBELI

I. OLVASOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE
 Task 1 

○   Read the following fi lm review. All titles of the text have been removed. 
○  Choose the right title from the list to the paragraphs.
○   There is one extra letter you do not need. 
○  An example 0  has been given.

Film Review: X-Men

0  .................... Thursday 25 May (Cert 12A)
1  .................... Humans have found a cure to the mutant gene. This means for the 
first time, every mutant has a choice to either stay as they are or become human 
again. This creates an epic battle between Professor X’s X-Men and Magneto’s 
Brotherhood. The cure is a young boy called Leech whose blood can reverse the 
mutant effect. Magneto goes all out to kill Leech and destroy hopes of humans and 
mutants living together peacefully. To make the things worse for the X-Men, Jean 
Grey returns from the dead, but no-one knows whether she will fight for good or evil.
2  ....................  This film introduces cool new characters like Angel, Beast and 
Juggernaut (played by former footballer Vinnie Jones). But it’s returning characters 
Wolverine and Storm who are the stars of the show, as the future of Professor X’s 
school, remains in their hands. However, be prepared to see the end of some very 
popular mutants.
3  .................... There were loads of funny moments including when Wolverine 
makes fun of Beast having more hair than him. For special effects fans there is a 
great fight scene at the end of the film, when we get to see all the characters show 
off their skills.
4  .................... The extra plot of Rogue trying to decide if she wants to be a mutant 
or not gets very boring – you want to see her in action a bit more.
5  .................... This is sure to be a hit, it’s two hours of pure action!

A  Any weak bits? B  Best bits  C  Hit or miss?  D  Release date 
E  The characters  F  The plot G  Where to see

0 1 2 3 4 5

D
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 Task 2 

○  Read this article on travelling to an island. 
○  Your task is to fi nd the words or phrases in each numbered part in the text that 

mean the same as the ones listed. 
○  Copy the appropriate word or phrase (maximum three words) on the lines as in 

the example 0 .

Travelling to Sardinia
Zola Teaches

Golf, sailing, trekking, horse-riding: the best way to discover one of the 
Mediterranean’s most stunning islands
0   Sport to me means the open air, be in the great outdoors or on in an offi  cial sports 

ground. I was born on an island that is particularly rich in both: it’s an enormous 
open air gym right at the very centre of the Mediterranean, no more than two or 
three hours’ fl ight from any city in Europe. 

6   Although famous as a holiday paradise, Sardinia’s traditions – its wonderful 
hospitality, cuisine, local festivals and handicrafts – are amongst the best 
preserved anywhere in the world.

7   But the island is also a paradise for sports lovers. It off ers truly exceptional 
golfi ng, sailing, surfi ng, kite-surfi ng, trekking and horse-riding facilities.

8   Did you know that some of the world’s most famous golf courses are actually 
here in Sardinia? I often play at the Pevero Golf Club, an 18-hole right at the heart 
of the famous Costa Esmeralda, just a few minutes from Albia Airport and, also 
near Olbia, at the Golf Club Puntaldia with its stunning 9 holes on the sea.

9   Sardinia is also a fantastic place to go trekking. There are tens of guide companies 
that will be only too happy to take you to the best hidden, most diffi  cult to get 
to corners of the island via some of the many, many archaeological sites dotted 
throughout the territory.

10   Free-climbing enthusiasts will discover hundreds of rock faces of all kinds, 
particularly granite, too. Needless to say, sailing is a big feature of life here, too 
with some of the world’s leading championships regularly held here. 

11   The wind conditions on the island make it heaven for windsurfi ng and kite-surfi ng 
too – in fact, several world championships have been staged here.

12   Sardinia is also home to a particularly highly prized breed of horse – the Anglo-
Arab-Sardinian – and Sardinian jockeys are renowned the world over. We are 
passionate about horse riding on the island and we love showing off  our skills in 
wild, often dangerously fast races. 

0   there is a lot of something:    rich in      6   saved well: ................                           ....
7   really: ................                        .... 8   in the middle of: ................                           ....
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9   very diffi  cult to fi nd:                                     11    international competition:                            
10   important event:                                         12    very valuable:                                                 

pont
7

 Task 3 

○  Read this article about organizing parties for your dogs. Some sentence parts 
have been removed from the text. 

○  Your task is to fi ll in the gaps from the list below. Write the letters in the boxes. 
○  There is one extra letter that you do not need. 
○  An example 0  has been given.

Bring on the Food

It goes without saying that you should never serve people food to dogs – even for a 
special occasion. Fortunately, there is a wonderful selection of doggy confectionery 
– 0  ....................– now available at pet bakeries and other specialty stores. 
You can also buy wholesome biscuits and treats 13  ............................... at the local 
supermarket.
On a hot summer day, you may want to pick up some doggy ice creams and yogurts 
at your favorite pet store or 14  .......................Just fi ll some sucker molds with 
chicken broth, add a little biscuit for the stick, and freeze.
You can also have a birthday cake made to order. Popular ingredients include 
peanut butter, carob, yogurt and bananas. If you are planning to bake one yourself, 
15  ....................... – no sugar. And of course, no chocolate, which can be poisonous 
to dogs. Use whole-wheat fl our and substitute carob for chocolate. Keep the cake 
aside until 16  .........................
Make sure there are plenty of water bowls placed everywhere. Partying is thirsty 
work! This is the perfect time 17  ........................... with doggy appealing names like 
“Toilet Water” and “Stagnant Pond”. Remember to 18  ....................... (I indulged in 
a small sliver of Daisy’s birthday cake, but passed on the Toilet Water…) 
You will know when the dogs are done eating because 19  ......................... and start 
sniffi  ng one another. That’s when game time begins.
A)  like delicious donuts and postman-shaped biscuits
B)  they will wander away from the table
C)  from your favorite pet food company
D)  refresh the areas around your dog’s eyes
E)  remember that baking for your dog is like baking for diabetics
F)  consider making homemade frozen suckers
G)  to crack open specially fl avored vitamin-enriched water
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H)  you are ready to sing and serve
 I)  feed pet parents separately to avoid food issues

0 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

A

pont
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 Task 4 

○  Read the following text about evergreen trees. 
○  Choose the phrase or word that best fi nishes each sentence according to the 

text. 
○  Write the letter of your answer in the boxes as in the example 0  .

Evergreen or Not

Evergreen trees do not keep their leaves indefinitely, but rather may grow new ones 
before the old ones fall, or keep some and drop others over a period of time.
As any Southern gardener can tell you, some broad-leaf evergreens, like Magnolia 
grandiflora, drop their heavy leaves in a staggered cycle over the course of a year.
Some, like the live oak, may show a heavy leaf loss in early spring, but retain a few 
old leaves while the new ones develop.
There is also seasonal needle loss with evergreen species of conifers, like pine, spruce 
and fir trees, according to the plant pathology department of Iowa State University 
extension service. The leaf drop is a normal process, not a disease.
The older, inner needles senesce, or grow old, turning yellow or brown, and drop 
from the tree after one to several years, depending on species.
By November of most years, for example, white pines may have only a year’s worth 
of needles attached to the tree.
Austrian and Scotch pines usually retain their needles for three years, according to 
the extension service. Spruce and fir needles also yellow and drop with age, but these 
trees retain their needles for several years, so needle drop is often not noticeable.
Arborvitae and some cedar needles usually turn brown rather than yellow with age.
These general patterns of needle drop may vary from tree to tree and year to year, 
adverse conditions in the summer and fall may lead to a more pronounced needle 
drop.
0  Evergreen trees ......

A) keep their leaves forever.  B) grow and drop leaves regularly. 
C) grow leaves only in spring.
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20  Magnolia drops its leaves ......

A) in two years’ time.  B) in a year’s time.  C) in three years’ time.

21  Live oak changes its leaves ......

A) slowly.  B) quickly.  C) gradually.

22  For pine, spruce and fi r trees to lose their needles is ......

A) regular.  B) rare.  C) bad.

23  The inner needles are yellow because they are ......

A) infected.  B) new.  C) old.

24  Needle drop for spruce and fi r trees is not ......

A) visible.  B) fast.  C) obvious.

25  There is a bigger needle loss ......

A) in spring.  B) in bad weather.  C) in November. 

0 20  21  22  23  24  25   

B

pont
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II. NYELVHELYESSÉG

 Task 1 

○  You are going to read about what winners do. Some words are missing from 
the text. 
○  Your task is to write the missing words on the lines after the text. 
○  Use only one word in each gap. 
○  There is an example 0  at the beginning.

Winners Don’t Do Diff erent Things; They Just Do Things Diff erently

In our everyday life, we see evidence of how winners do things diff erently. One trait I 
notice 0  ... their refusal to be afraid of things most people might fear, or at least be 
wary of. Here is my list 1  ... things winners are never afraid to do:

 ○ Ask 2  ... what they want, without being aggressive.
 ○ Give credit where it is due, 3  ... being condescending.
 ○ Take credit where it is due, without 4  ... arrogant.
 ○ Live today to the fullest without wallowing in yesterday 5  ... worrying about 
tomorrow.

 ○ Admit that they 6  ... know some things.
 ○ Face competition. They take it as a healthy challenge, not 7  ... a reason to get 
pushy and ugly.

 ○ Analyze their own role in a rocky relationship, rather 8  ... simply blaming the 
other person.

 ○ Say “I 9  ...  sorry” when they make a mistake.
 ○ Pay 10  ... compliment – they are positive and secure people.
 ○ Take risks and push their luck.

0                is               1                                 2                                   
3                                 4                                 5                                   
6                                 7                                 8                               
9                                 10                                 

pont
10
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 Task 2 

○   You are going to read a text about a famous stone. Some words are missing 
from the text.
○  Your task is to choose the most appropriate word from the list (A-H) for each 

gap (11-16) in the text. Write the letter of the appropriate word in the box.  
○  There is one extra word that you do not need. 
○  There is an example 0   at the beginning.

The Story of the Petoskey Stone

During the Devonian Age (350 million years ago) Michigan was covered by shallow 
sea. One of the animals living 0  ... that sea was a colony coral called Hexagonaria 
(for the six-sided hexagon shape of 11  ... individual animal).
All that is left of that sea are the thick beds of limestone exposed in 12  ... northern 
counties. The little coral, now petrifi ed weathers out of that rock to be found  
13  ... beaches and gravel pits all over the state, but only in Michigan. In the 14  ... 
world the coral is only found here.
In 1965 this fossil coral, commonly called Petoskey Stone, was chosen 15  ... the 
offi  cial State Stone by the Michigan Legislature.
The patterns 16  ... the individual eyes and cell walls mean that no two stones are 
alike and each makes a unique memento of the Water Wonderland.

A) in B) of C) until D) each
E) many F) whole G) on H) as

0 11 12 13 15 15 16

A
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 Task 3 

○  You are going to read about historical places in England.
○  Use the words in brackets to form the words that fi t the gaps.
○  Write the words on the lines after the text in the appropriate form.
○   Use only one word in each gap.
○  There is an example 0  at the beginning.
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Cathedrals and Churches

The area surrounding Bournemouth is rich with churches, abbeys and cathedrals. 
Many of these have fascinating 0  ... (history) and cultural links of local and even 
national signifi cance.
Particularly 17  ... (impress) is the 13th century cathedral at Salisbury. With its
18  ... (beauty) medieval architecture the cathedral houses one of only four 
19  ... (survive) copies of Magna Carta. If you have a head for 20  ... (high), you can 
take a guided tour up the 332 narrow steps to the base of the country’s 21  ... (tall) 
spire. The cathedral is 22  ... (situate) in the centre of the largest Close in England, 
which is also home to two fi ne museums: The Wardrobe Military Museum and 
Salisbury Museum.
An interesting and varied day out is off ered by Stapehill Abbey, between Ferndown 
and Wimborne. Home to a silent order of nuns for 23  ... (near) 200 years, Stapehill’s 
19th century abbey and grounds are now a haven of tranquillity for 24  ... (visit), with 
beautiful gardens, a countryside museum, craft studios and a farmyard to enjoy.
For a glimpse into ancient history visit Beaulieu Abbey, founded over 800 years ago 
by King John. The king built the New Forest abbey to atone for his many sins and 
to put him in favour with God. Whether he was successful in doing so is another 
issue, but his impressive legacy certainly off ers a fascinating insight into life in a 13th 
century monastery.

0       historical        17                                 18                                   
19                                 20                                 21                                   
22                                 23                                 24                                

pont
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III. HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE

 Task 1  TRACK 2-3

○  In this section you are going to hear an interview with an artist. 
○  Your task will be to give short answers (maximum two words) to the questions. 
○  First, you will have some time to study the task, and then we will play the whole 

recording in one piece. 
○  Then, after a short pause, you will hear the recording again, but this time we 

will play the text in three sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers. At the end, you will have some more time to check your answers. 

○  There is an example 0  at the beginning.

Inside out with Tal R

0   Where is Tal R from?
1   How much time should one spend in a gallery according to him?
2   What animals can you fi nd in the Botanical Garden’s lake?
3   Who puts them there?
4   What should one ask for in Tobi’s Café?
5   When was Christiana formed?
6   What is service like in Slotskaelderen hos Gitte Kik restaurant?
7   What dish shouldn’t you ask for there? 
8   What vehicle is very common in Copenhagen?
9   What can you do in the former harbour?
10   Where can you jump to the water from? 

0                                   Israel                                  
1                                                                               
2                                                                               
3                                                                               
4                                                                               
5                                                                               
6                                                                               
7                                                                               
8                                                                               
9                                                                               
10                                                                              

Punkte
10
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 Task 2  TRACK 4-5

○ In this section you are going to hear about famous literary fi gures. 
○ Your task is to write the letter of the correct answer in the boxes. 
○  First, you will have some time to study the task, and then we will play the whole 

recording in one piece. 
○  Then, after a short pause, you will hear the recording again, but this time we 

will play the text in three sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers. At the end, you will have some more time to check your answers.  

○ An example 0  has been given.

Literary Figures

0   Thomas Hardy was born near ... 

A)  Dorchester.  B) Worchester.  C) Westminster. 

11   The old name of the area is ... 

A) Sandbourne.  B) Wessex.  C)  Bournemouth. 

12   Mary Shelley was P. B. Shelley’s ... 

A) sister.  B) mother.  C) wife. 

13   Mary was buried with the ...  of her husband.

A) book B)  heart C) sword

14    R. L. Stevenson lived here for ... 

A)  three years.  B) three months. C)  ten years. 

15   Lewis Carroll’s Alice was ... 

A) invented by herself. B)  a real person. C) Carroll herself.

16    Tolkien visited Bournemouth ... 

A)  often.  B)  once.  C) rarely. 

17   The name of the very famous detective was ... 

A) Watson.  B) A. C. Doyle. C) S. Holmes. 
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A
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 Task 3  TRACK 6-7

○ In this section you are going to hear about speed reading. 
○ Your task is to fi ll in the gaps with one word as in the example 0 . 
○  First, you will have some time to study the task, and then we will play the whole 

recording in one piece. 
○  Then, after a short pause, you will hear the recording again, but this time we 

will play the text in three sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers. At the end, you will have some more time to check your answers.

The Things That Make You a Slow Reader

If you say the words as you read, it is called: 0  subvocalization .

Moving the fi nger faster on the text helps reading 18         .

You should keep your finger on the line, otherwise you’ll read the text 

19         .

To make reading faster the software only shows 20          word at a 
time. 

Experts say that the important words convey 21         .

We read 22          of words, not individual ones.

When we learn reading, it is diffi  cult to understand a whole 23         .

You understand the text better if you read in chunks and you use less 

24         .

It makes no 25          to read very fast.

pont
8
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IV. ÍRÁSKÉSZSÉG

 Task A  
You are organizing a school trip in Britain for next summer. You have seen the 
following advertisement on the Internet. Try to fi nd out more about two of the 
events listed.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
For further details
Tel: 01307 4214009

or E-mail: events@pnc.ac.uk
www.pnc.ac/gardens

 21 July Summer Ball 
 28 July  Twelfth Night – Open Air Theatre 
 1 August  Pasadena Roof Orchestra 
 3 August  Lakeside Fireworks 

Write an e-mail of about 80-100 words to the offi  ce in which you include the 
following: 
○  who you are
○  which two events you are interested in
○  fi nd out about the prices and booking
Begin your e-mail like this:

Dear Sir or Madam,  

 

 

 

 

pont
11
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 Task B  
You are a regular reader of the Internet forum “Health and Sports”. You have 
found the following article and decided to give your opinion.

The Big Question: How prevalent is the use of drugs in sport, and can it be 
defeated?
Why are we asking this question now?
The presence of doping abuse at the highest levels has been highlighted by 
positive tests for two leading performers. Floyd Landis’s victory in the Tour 
de France cycling race may now be expunged from the records if the tests are 
confi rmed after the presence of illegally high levels of testosterone detected 
in a urine sample. Justin Gatlin, the US world and Olympic 100 metres 
champion, announced that he had tested positive for illegal testosterone 
levels in a sample taken on 22 April. Having registered a previous doping 
infraction, the 24-year-old, who has been a highly vocal defender of drug-
free sport in recent years, now stands to be banned for life.

Write a reader’s letter of about 100-120 words, in which you express your opinion. 
Include the following points:
○  which sports you think are aff ected
○  the importance of strict doping control
○  responsibility: who you think are responsible
○  own experience

Begin your letter like this:

Dear Readers,  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 pont
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Maximális 
pontszám

Elért 
pontszám

Maximális 
vizsgapont

Elért 
vizsgapont

I. Olvasott szöveg értése 25 33

II. Nyelvhelyesség 24 18

III. Hallott szöveg értése 25 33

IV. Íráskészség 33 33

Az írásbeli vizsgarész 
pontszáma

107 117
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 SZÓBELI

INTERJÚ

Bevezetés (nem értékeljük)

Mielőtt a tényleges szóbeli vizsga elkezdődik, egy rövid (kb. egy perces) 
bemelegítő beszélgetés szükséges.

– Good morning! / Good afternoon! Do take a seat!
– Did you have to wait a long time?
– Is English your fi rst foreign language? 
– (If “no”): Which other languages do you speak?
– What are you planning to do after the exam?

Tényleges vizsga (ettől a résztől értékeljük):

– How do you share the housework at home?
– How many people are there in your family? 
– Who does what? 
– What are you responsible for?
– Do you mind doing housework?
– What is your least favourite household chore?

1.
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SZITUÁCIÓS FELADAT

A vizsgáztató átadja a vizsgázónak a vizsgázó feladatlapját. A vizsgázó kb. fél 
percig készülhet.

A vizsgázó példánya

You would like to do a summer job. These are the possibilities you have 
found. Which one will you choose? Convince your parents‘ foreign friend 
(the examiner) that your choice will be the best for you. The examiner will 
comment on your choice.

Job Place Working hours Payment

gardening at Lake Balaton 4 hrs/day 10,000Fts/week

newspaper 
delivery

home town
2 hrs/day early 
morning

3,000Fts/week

offi  ce work home town 8 hrs/day 10,000Fts/week

walking the 
neighbour’s dog

home town 1 hour, twice a day 500Fts/day

Discuss the following aspects:
 ○ payment
 ○ your skills
 ○ your likes and dislikes
 ○ your lifestyle
 ○ working hours

Prompts for the interlocutor:

 ○ How about working in the morning and having a holiday in the afternoons?
 ○  Do you really like getting up early?  Wouldn’t you like to fi nish before it gets too 

hot?
 ○  Don’t you mind being sent around? Are you good enough at computers, 

photocopying?
 ○ Aren’t you afraid of dogs?  Don’t you mind cleaning its drops?
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ÖNÁLLÓ TÉMAKIFEJTÉS

A vizsgáztató átadja a vizsgázónak a vizsgázó feladatlapját és a képeket, 
amelyek háziállatokat ábrázolnak. A vizsgázó kb. fél percig készülhet.

A vizsgázó példánya

These pictures show diff erent pets. Which one would you like to keep at home? 
Why? Compare and contrast them. Include the following points:

 ○ the advantages and disadvantages of keeping pets
 ○ the space they need
 ○ the care they need
 ○ your personal likes and dislikes

Prompts for the interlocutor:

 ○ What about learning to care for others / having a reliable companion? 
 ○ What if you lived in a detached house or block of fl ats? 
 ○ What about walking it / feeding it / playing with it?
 ○ Have you ever had a pet yourself?
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Thank you. This is the end of your examination.



Megoldás
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1.

1. FELADATSOR

I. OLVASOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE

 Task 1  Film Review: X-Men

0 1 2 3 4 5

D F E B A C

 Task 2  Travelling to Sardinia

0   rich in 6    the best preserved 
7   truly 8   at the heart
9   best hidden 10   big feature
11  world championships 12  highly prized

 Task 3  Bring on the Food

0 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

A C F E H G I B

 Task 4  Evergreen or Not

0 20 21 22 23 24 25

B B C A C A B

A következő táblázat segítségével határozhatja meg, hogy az elért feladatpontok 
hány vizsgapontot jelentenek.
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1.

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

25 33
24 32
23 31
22 30
21 28
20 27
19 26
18 24
17 23
16 22
15 20
14 19
13 18

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

12 16
11 15
10 14
9 12
8 11
7 10
6 8
5 7
4 6
3 4
2 3
1 2
0 0

II. NYELVHELYESSÉG

 Task 1   Winners Don’t Do Diff erent Things; They Just Do Things Diff erently

0  is               1   of 2  for 
3  without 4  being 5  and 
6  don’t 7  as 8  than
9   am 10  a 

 Task 2   The Story of the Petoskey Stone

0 11 12 13 14 15 16

A D E G F H B

 Task 3   Cathedrals and Churches

0  historical  17   impressive
18   beautiful  19   surviving
20   heights  21   tallest
22   situated  23   nearly
24   visitors
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1.

A következő táblázat segítségével határozhatja meg, hogy az elért feladatpontok 
hány vizsgapontot jelentenek.

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

24 18
23 17
22 16
21 15
20 14
19 14
18 13
17 12
16 12
15 11
14 10
13 9
12 9

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

11 8
10 7
9 6
8 6
7 5
6 4
5 4
4 3
3 2
2 1
1 1
0 0

III. HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE

 Task 1    Inside out with Tal R

0  Israel  1  10 minutes 
2  turtles  3  children/kids
4  cake  5  60s
6  impolite  7  salad
8  bicycle  9  swim
10  bridge 

 Task 2    Literary Figures

0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

A B C B A B A C
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1.

 Task 3    The Things That Make You a Slow Reader

0  subvocalization  18  faster
19  twice / again 20  one
21  meaning  22  chunks / groups
23  sentence  24  energy / brainpower
25  sense  

A következő táblázat segítségével határozhatja meg, hogy az elért feladatpontok 
hány vizsgapontot jelentenek.

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

25 33
24 32
23 31
22 30
21 28
20 27
19 26
18 24
17 23
16 22
15 20
14 19
13 18

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

12 16
11 15
10 14
9 12
8 11
7 10
6 8
5 7
4 6
3 4
2 3
1 2
0 0


